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Abstract: Identity and Access Management (IAM) infrastructures already provide a
crucial and established technology, enabling researchers and students to access ser-
vices like computing facilities and electronic resources. However, the rise of complex
and fully digitalized scientific workflows, world-wide research co-operations, and the
reliance on external services and data sources poses new challenges to IAM architec-
tures and their federations. Due to the non-uniform structure of such services each
service provider is implementing its own access- and security-policy. As a result of
license restrictions or privacy concerns, a user has to be authenticated and authorized
by different entities in different contexts and roles to access complex research data, i.e.
requesting a digital object as well as appropriate processing tools and a rendering envi-
ronment. In order to enable seamless scientific workflows, an efficient federated IAM
architecture is required. In this paper we discuss the use-case of functional research
data preservation and the requirements for a common authentication and authorization
scheme. The goal is to develop a security architecture allowing the user to login only
once, e.g. at his or her university library and the Identity Management (IdM) system
should be able to delegate the user’s request to the related service providers. All these
entities need to interact with and on behalf of the user without the user having to enter
his credentials at every point. The results of this work are particularly useful when
facing upcoming challenges to securing and managing access to non-uniform and in-
homogenous cloud services and external data sources as a basis for today’s scientific
workflows and electronic business processes.

1 Introduction

Universities and research institutions in general offer simple and convenient access for

their staff to journals and scientific papers, using Identity and Access Management (IAM)

systems either based on LDAP authentication, Microsoft Active Directory (MSAD), or

Single Sign-On (SSO) techniques [GSvS08]. With today’s research and development tasks

and requirements shifting to pure digital workflows, involving world-wide cooperations

and heavy reliance on external data-sources and computational services, traditional IAM
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systems face new challenges providing seamless access to efficiently support today’s sci-

entific workflows. While enhancements on today’s IAM-systems are inevitable, building

on already established identity infrastructure is preferable, since this would reduce migra-

tion and future management burden by eliminating duplicate user-ids.

Usually, a research institution negotiates a contract with a publisher or service provider

and acts as identity provider (IdP) for its staff, using a federated protocol such as Secure

Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [CKPM05] to assert a user’s identity. For instance, a

library user may access a publisher’s digital content as long as he or she is affiliated and has

a valid university account. These permissions, however, lack granularity and are too simple

for today’s decentralized settings, with access workflows not constrained to a single service

provider or single object. For instance, instead of only assuring the user’s identity, service

providers may need to interact with other services on behalf of the user. Additionally,

service providers may need more detailed information about a person’s identity, due to

more complex access rights and roles, for instance when requesting sensitive data. Hence,

a more sophisticated and granular identity management solution is required to support

complex e-Science workflows, also taking potential privacy issues of research data into

account [SBSCB06].

In this paper we present requirements and architecture of a distributed architecture to pro-

viding access to scientific data together with a solution for a federated IAM.

2 Related Work

Federated IdM-Systems are already successfully integrated in today’s research institutions

and universities. For instance, Germany’s universities commonly use SAML-based Iden-

tity Provider systems. Interoperability between these organizations is co-ordinated by the

“Deutsches Forschungsnetzwerk” (DFN) 1.

Furthermore, sub-groups can be formed, with members agreeing on specific details to ex-

tend the scope of interoperability and cooperation. Such as the bwIdM-project 2 of Baden-

Württemberg defines a set of user attributes, which every participant must agree on and

guarantee that individual IdM-systems are able to deliver all required attributes.

Other countries have similar organizations relying on SAML as backend infrastructure,

e.g. the federation Éducation-Recherche 3 in France or Switzerland’s SWITCH 4. To en-

hance user privacy and un-traceability, certain setups of IdM-Systems allow a separation

between IdP, key provider and service provider (SP). For instance, New Zealand’s govern-

ment implemented an identity management solution with strong emphasis on privacy and

security [MCW08].

Different technologies exist for providing federated identity management in the Cloud

[HLK+11]. OpenID for example is commonly used on websites [Fre08] and works in a

1Deutsches Forschungsnetzwerk, http://www.dfn.de, (20/1/2013)
2bwIDM Project, http://www.bwidm.uni-freiburg.de, (20/1/2013)
3Éducation-Recherche, https://services.renater.fr/federation/en/index, (20/1/2012)
4SWITCH, http://www.switch.ch (20/1/2012)
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similar fashion as SAML by separating service providers and identity provider. However,

OpenID does not support delegation of rights natively, which is a key feature required

for distributed data management and scientific workflows in general. A complementary

service for OpenID designed especially for delegation of rights is OAuth, for instance en-

abling convenient access to distributed scientific sites [BG11]. However, oAuth is rather a

framework than a standardized protocol, thus different implementations may not be inter-

operable. Further, due to design and implementation decisions of real-world deployments,

critical vulnerabilities were discovered recently [SB12].

This paper will focus on SAML as federative access technology as it natively supports

the delegation of user rights and endorses a distributed access model by providing user

attributes.

3 Access to Scientific Data and Workflows

Management of research data is becoming a crucial service of memory institutions and

university (library) facilities in particular. In order to foster scientific innovation and si-

multaneously reduce redundant spending on data generation, efficient access to research

results as well as their fundamental data are indispensable. Furthermore, with the rise

of networked functional services, e.g. Cloud offerings such as software-as-a-service, and

data service (Big Data), a process-oriented, holistic approach to research data manage-

ment becomes more important. For instance, the reproduction of research results requires

a complex setup of data(-source) paired with a suitable software environment containing a

multi-step software tool-chain to process and to render data.

In most cases the best way to re-enact a digital scientific process and its data is using

its original environment, since this covers all original aspects of the process’s significant

properties, hence providing an authentic and possibly an interactive user experience. Em-

ulation and virtualization are a key strategy to provide a digital object’s native environ-

ment [VvdH06].

Emulation has evolved into a mature digital preservation strategy providing authentic

functional access to a wide range of digital objects using their original creation environ-

ments [RvSW10]. In contrast to format migration strategies, a functional, emulation-based

approach requires a number of additional components, i.e. the full software-stack required

to render a digital object but also its configuration. The bwFLA project 5 provides nec-

essary workflows and an implementation of a distributed framework for emulation-based

services to capture a scientific process’s environment and configuration and to re-enact

the environment at some point in the future in a predictable and authentic way. These

technologies try to address Baden-Württemberg state’s and higher education libraries and

archives, new challenges in digital preservation, and research data management [RVvL12].

5 Baden-Württemberg Functional Long-Term Archiving and Access (bwFLA) Project Website, http://www.

bw-fla.uni-freiburg.de, (20/1/2013)
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3.1 Scalable and Distributed Architecture

Workflows and tools developed by the bwFLA project are designed to be used in a dis-

tributed, labor- and cost-sharing setting. While the project delivers technical solutions and

a distributed service-model, preservation of individual digital objects and accompanying

measures are left to individual memory institutions. The goal of the bwFLA framework is

to enable these institutions to use tools and perform workflows on certain types of digital

objects, both for ingest and access workflows. In addition, the distributed setup enables

various memory institutions to specialize on specific installation, e.g., covering tool-chains

and environments for CAD models or embedded software development.

Local Memory Institution Memory institutions act as a locally available service facil-

ity. The memory institution (e.g. a university library) is able to accept research data for

preservation purposes as well as providing access to stored digital objects. While it is not

required that all objects are actually stored on-site, basic archival meta-data records are

kept in a searchable catalogue pointing to the appropriate storage and computational ser-

vices. Equally important, local institutions are also able to authenticate local users. Thus,

local memory institutions are the main gatekeeper to a complex distributed research data

management infrastructure.

Federated Software Archive In a distributed archival model the costs of archiving sec-

ondary digital objects, for instance standard software components, can be shared. Through

mutual specialization, niches and specific areas can be covered without giving up gener-

ality. Similar to emulators, the number of available system-environments is limited and

changes rather slowly. Therefore, the number of software components to be collected is

limited and almost fixed for a certain time span, while the number of digital objects pro-

duced by these environments is usually not bound. For efficient archival and retrieval of

standard software components various individual software archives are accessible through

a common API as web-service. However, each archive is able to produce its own access

policy and may neither be organizationally nor legally in the same realm as the mem-

ory institutions. Thus, the archive may have different access policies for each memory

institutions and may additionally have specific rules for individual users, e.g. based on

subscription, pay-per-use or similar models.

Emulation-as-a-Service (EaaS) Emulation and virtualization technologies are able to

resemble a complete computer system. While the technical challenges developing emu-

lators are not considered in this paper, usability and accessibility of emulators for non-

technical users are crucial. Since the number of different ancient and current computer

systems (i.e. hardware architectures) is limited, the number of required emulator-setups is

limited, too. Hence, providing access to emulation is suitable for standardized services.

In order to allow a large, non-technical user-group to interact with virtual computer sys-

tems an abstract emulation component has been developed to standardize usage and hide

individual system complexity. Each emulation component provides a uniform API as web-
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service and an abstract interfaces for graphical user interaction. Currently, the user is able

to interact with emulation components through a website using either a Java plug-in or a

HTML5 implementation. Furthermore, standard machine interaction is available, such as

attaching/detaching removable drives (e.g. floppies, CD/DVDs) and attaching hard-drives

to an emulator. The components are designed as atomic units suitable to be run in a dis-

tributed setup and are especially suitable for computing grids or clusters. bwFLA currently

provides emulation components for a wide range of emulators and virtualization solutions,

covering all major current and past computer platforms and their operating systems.
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Figure 1: Distributed Architecture for Scientific Data Access Workflows

3.2 Identity and Access Requirements

In order to reenact digital data as well as the required software environment all three afore-

mentioned entities have to cooperate. Usually the user consults his or her local memory

institution’s catalogue for digital objects of interest. If we assume that suitable meta-

data [DA12] is available for these objects the user is able to start the bwFLA access work-

flow. A detailed technical description of the bwFLA-workflows can be found in earlier

work [RVvL12].

To access a specific digital object the user has to be authenticated and authorized by the

local memory institution w.r.t. to local access policies. In case this object requires further
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rendering or processing to be useful, local meta-data is retrieved and interpreted by the

bwFLA framework. In a second step, appropriate software archive web-service ports are

discovered and bound. On behalf of the user, the memory institution requests access to

the required software components. The local IdM system delegates the user’s rights to the

memory institution which than will act as the user and can access the specific resource on

the software archive in the user’s name. If the user or his or her home institutions has been

grated access to the requested software in a final (authentication and authorization) step,

an appropriate EaaS site is discovered and bound. Due to the distributed setup, access

to computing is restricted and usually bound to some kind of cost model. Access to the

environment may also be restricted depending on the user’s identity. The required compu-

tation time may also be limited and thus only be available to a specific user group. Once

again, the local memory institution must relay the user’s identity to render the requested

environment and associated digital object. Figure 1 provides an overview of the general

architecture and the data paths of an access workflow.

To improve the user experience, the delegation of rights should remain unperceived by the

user [AHS03] but also he or she should be informed and have the facility to approve or to

deny that a trusted entity (e.g. the memory institution) acts on behalf of him/herself, i.e.

using his or her identity to perform certain tasks for the user.

4 SAML and Hybrid Authorization in Distributed Systems

To support federative access, SAML builds a trust relation between service providers and

identity providers through the exchange of meta-data. SAML meta-data contains digitally

signed information about the identity of IdP and SP and their corresponding digital certifi-

cates. This trust relation enables service providers to delegate their user management to

dedicated identity providers. Thus, a service provider no longer has to manage individual

user accounts. SAML further provides single-sing-on solutions: instead of providing user

credentials to each single service individually, the user logs in only once at his home IdP.

Normally, SSO authentication is performed when the user initially accesses a SAML-

enabled service with his web browser. Instead of providing the service with username

and password, the user is redirected to his home IdP and will be presented with a login

page of his home institution. Once the user is identified and authenticated, his browser is

redirected to the requested service. This time the browser holds a secure SAML assertions

that the service provider can consume and verify. The service may then decide to grant

or deny access based on the user’s attributes transported by the SAML assertions. The

complete sequence is depicted in Figure 2(a).

Additionally, after authentication by the IdP, the browser holds a cookie containing a ses-

sion ID, enabling single-sign-on for cooperating sites. If the browser requests another

service, it is redirected to the home IdP. However, this time the IdP can identify the user

based on his browser’s cookie. Immediately the browser is redirected back to the service,

holding a new set of SAML assertions tailored for the specific service provider. Single-

sing-on, as depicted in Figure 2(b) is designed to work in absent of user interaction. As no
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(b) If the user is already authenticated by the IdP he is

immediately redirected back to the requested service.

Figure 2: SSO authentication with SAML.

information like entering the password is requested, the user most likely won’t notice the

cascade of redirects and will only experience seamless and personalized services.

4.1 ECP and Delegation of Rights

Accessing complex research data within a federated and distributed system requires ser-

vices to interact with each other using the context of an individual’s identity. For services

to act on behalf of a user’s identity, the IdM-System has to support the delegation of rights

and identities. The so-called Enhanced Client or Proxy (ECP) profile [Can09] as part of

the SAML standard facilitates the required functionality 6. This profile allows for an SP

to relay an IdP-Statement regarding a user’s identification to a second SP. For this, the

user’s password is not shared between the entities involved. Instead the user’s identity is

transmitted through secured assertions. The process is depicted in Figure 3.

The complete cycle of accessing and rendering a digital object starts from the user’s per-

spective by accessing the memory institution catalogue system which holds a reference to

the intended object. The user logs on with his home IdP using the aforementioned SAML

web SSO login. Additionally to the standard login process, the memory institution already

requests a secure token that allows to authenticate back to the IdP as the current user. The

IdP provider checks if the memory institution is allowed to delegate the user’s right and

answers with the secure token as additional SAML assertions. Steps 1-6 in figure 3 show

the delegation of rights in addition to the common user login procedure.

Furthermore, depending on the digital object, the memory institution discovers the re-

quired runtime environment to display its content and requests access to it on the software-

archive. The archive’s request for authentication is relayed by the memory institution using

its secure token to the IdP. Based on the secure token, the IdP can recognize the memory

institution’s right to act on behalf of the user and signs the archive’s authentication request.

6SAML Specifications, http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications, (20/1/2012)
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The memory institution forwards the IdP’s answer to the software archive and thus gets

access to the requested software components. Steps 7-12 in Figure 3 illustrate this pro-

cess. The same procedure is repeated for accessing and presenting the emulation service

(depicted as steps 13-18 in Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Delegation of rights within the SAML workflow. Standard user login through web SSO
system is shown in gray color. The memory institution asks for the right to act on behalf of the user
(delegation request).

As a proof of concept implementation a Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) was im-

plemented within the bwIdM projects [SZ12], [SWS+12] to demonstrate the capabilities

and functionalities of the ECP specifications. This PA-Module was installed and used for

non-web-based services, e.g. bwGRiD project7, a nationwide federated high performance

computing grid. Even in such a kind of uniform and homogeneous environment it was not

obvious and unproblematic to define a set of user attributes to give the SP the ability to

make exact and well-defined authorization decisions for each user. For more complex and

federated e-Science workflows there is need of “hybrid” approaches.

4.2 Hybrid Authorization in Distributed Systems

With ECP a suitable technique for distributed user authentication has been identified.

However, authorization is needed after authentication. This step is usually performed

by each service provider itself. Each service provider may decide to grant or reject ac-

cess based on the attributes provided by the IdP. Unfortunately, in a federated system, the

understanding of user attributes may differ, thus making it hard to derive access rules.

7bwGRiD Standort Freiburg, http://www.bwgrid.uni-freiburg.de, (20/01/2013)
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Common cultural, organizational and legal understandings do not apply especially for ser-

vices, which may be spread over the world. The meaning of attributes may be subject to

to regional differences as well as cultural, organizational and legal specialties. Even sim-

ple things as name and surname of a user may be ambiguous in countries where naming

schemes differ. When it comes to more complex attributes like affiliation or employee

status, common concepts are hard to describe.

Generalization of attributes is required, at least to a certain extent, to be able to cope

with this problem set8. With only a small subset of possible attributes a large user-base

is already covered. A broad attribute set would however be needed to map only the “tip

of the iceberg” of all possible user rights, as Figure 4 depicts. Still, a service can grant

authorization based on attributes but, as not all possible user roles can be covered by a

commonly shared set of attributes, SPs may want to employ a local set of authorization

rules. This is best expressed by a hybrid authorization model which utilizes different levels

of generalization until individuals can be identified a service locally (pseudo anonymous),

if needed. One SP may allow all users with a valid e-Mail address to access its service

while another service allows only users with “student” in their entitlement attribute set.

Yet another provider may, for example, only allow users that payed for a specific service

identified by their userID and institution’s name.
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Figure 4: Trade-off between easy to implement authorization rules but a hard to manage set of user
attributes and service local set of authorization rules but easy to manage set of user attributes.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We identified current challenges for identity management systems coping with distributed

services outside of the scope of the user’s identity provider and proposed a solution using

existing infrastructure based on SAML. As an example of a distributed data access model,

we presented a workflow to access and render complex scientific data. In this example, the

various service providers involved must interact on behalf of the requesting user in order

to present seamless and efficient data proliferation and its processing.

8The eduPerson and eduOrg schemata should be considered as a generalization for widely-used person and

organizational attributes in higher education: http://middleware.internet2.edu/eduperson, (20/1/2013)
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This delegation of rights between heterogeneous services is a new key challenge for iden-

tity management systems. Today’s infrastructures, like SAML-based implementations

with its ECP-profile, already bring along the required functionality – however, this func-

tionality seems not to be fully utilized. Furhtermore, with distributed services and identity

management the challenges of distributed access control arise. We have discussed an au-

thorization model that partly depends and generalizes on user attributes but also allows

service local sets of authorization entries that can identify and manage access rules down

to individual users. We see this as necessity as it will be hard to communicate and to plan

a set of user attributes which can map all possible user roles.
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